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ABSTRACT
Thedevelopmentof thermographicinspectionmethodsfor useonaerospacestructuresis under
investigation. Severaldifferentmaterialsystems,structuralgeometriesanddefecttypeshave
beenincludedin this studysoasto establishabaselinefrom whichfutureIRT testingcanbe
made. Thisstudyexaminesvariousthermalloadingtechniquesin anattemptto enhancethe
likelihood of capturingandidentifying critically sizedflawsunder"non laboratory"actual
workingconditions.Qualificationtechniquesandcalibrationstandardsarealsobeing
investigatedto standardizethethermographicmethod.
In conjunctionwith the thermographic inspections, advanced image processing techniques
including digital filtering and neural networks have been investigated to increase the ability of
detecting and sizing flaws. Here, the digitized thermographic images are mathematically
manipulated through various filtering techniques and/or artificial neural mapping schemes to
enhance its overall quality, permitting accurate flaw identification even when the signal-to-noise
ratio is low.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Advances in materials and manufacturing processes have lead to vast improvements in today's
aerospace structures. As a result, structural efficiencies have risen to a level where even slight
material or process anomalies can detrimentally effect the performance of the vehicle or
structure. To keep pace with these advances and to verify the quality of "advanced" structures,
new and innovative nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques must be developed. In order to
prevent costly downtime and disassembly of a structure and to provide adequate feedback to
designers in a realistic amount of time the NDE approach must provide rapid assessment of a
large portion of the structure in as near to the actual service environment as possible. No single
NDE technique has the capability of providing 100% detectability for all service environments
and conditions, so complementory techniques must be developed to fully monitor components.
This particular research effort investigates the potential of infrared thermography (IRT) to assess
the quality of composite, and other aerospace structures, as well as to create post analysis tools
that will make data interpretation of the thermographic images more effective.
Thermographic NDE techniques allow subsurface defects to be visualized by means of variations
in the structural surface temperature arising from distortion of an injected heat field, from an
external source such as a heat lamp, or from within the structure as a result of rubbing, such as
from a fatigue process. Thermograms are produced "at distance" requiring no direct contact with
the structure and can be produced over relatively large surface areas. The temperature variations
though are often very small, requiring specialized highly sensitive detection systems to locate
small material abnormalities.
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Up until recenttimestheresultsof athermographicinspectionwereonly qualitativein nature,
providingnodirectmeasureof materialquality. Researchat theNASA LangleyResearch
Centerhasshownthatto somedegreeaquantitativemeasureof flaw depthcouldbemeasured
usingthermographyalongwith posttestimageprocessing.Thepurposeof this project is to
mirror andthenextendthatwork, developingnewandinnovativemethodsfor acquiringand
analyzingthermographicdata,sothat quantitativenondestructivemeasurementscanbemadeof
compositestructuresin nearreal time. Emphasisis to beplaceduponassemblingandqualifying
a portableNDE thermographicflaw detectionsystemcapableof takingcontrolled
measurements,performingdataanalysis,andgeneratingdocumentableresultsin thefield.
Recentadvancementsin digital thermalimageryalongwith the increasein personalcomputer
computationalpowerhavebroughtthermographyinto theforefrontof NDE asa viableapproach
for locatingdefectsor othermaterialabnormalitiesin aerospacestructures.Thermographyhas
beenusedto qualitativelydetectsubsurfacecorrosionin thewingskinsof aircraft, locate
delaminationsanddisbondsin honeycombandfoam corecompositepanelsandfind cracksin
thin aluminumsheet.A majorproblemwith thermographythough,hasbeenthelack of
repeatabilityandquantitativeresults.
Severalfactorshavea significanteffecton thedetectabilityof thermographyincludingsizeand
depthof theflaw, localemissivity,environmentalstability,materialthermalconductivityand
diffusivity, heatingcycle,detectorresolution,etc. Eachof thesefactorsneedsto beaddressedin
orderto makethermographicmeasurementsrepeatableandtransferable.
Advancesin imageprocessingthroughtheuseof neuralnetworks,Laplacianoperatorsand
multivariatestatisticalmethodsshouldpermitquantitativemeasuresof thethermographydata.
Featureswithin thethermalimageobscuredby backgroundnoisemaybeenhancedwith these
mathematicaltechniquesprovidingvaluableinformationon the integrityof thecomponentunder
test.
ThisreportoutlinesIRT inspectionsperformedonvarioustestpanels,aswell asactual
aerospcaehardware.Thedesignof supporthardwareandsoftwarefor theenhancementof the
thermographictechnique.Also,postanalysisimageprocessingis studiedasa meansto improve
theresolutionof thermalimages.
2.0 STANDARDIZED FLAW PANELS
2.1 MONOLITHIC PANELS(Disbonds)
Usingthe facilities atUAH, three12inch square,two @ 17ply andone@ 16ply,
graphite/epoxy(IM6/3501-6)panelshavebeenconstructedwith built in flaws. Thepurposeof
this work wasto generatedisbondtypedefectsof knownsizeandorientationwithout resorting
to insertionof foreignmaterialinto the laminate. Thepanelswereinspectedwith infrared
thermography,ultrasonicsandshearographyat MSFCbeforebeingsentto NASA Langley
(LaRC)to be further inspectedthermographically.Uponreturnof thepanelsfrom LaRCthey
will bedissectedto determinethe qualityof thedefectssothat improvementscanbemadeto the
manufacturingprocess.
Thethreepanelsfeaturedifferentmanufacturingapproaches,eachwith thegoalof generating
carefullysized"realistic looking" voids,delaminationsand/ordisbonds.
2.1.1 Fabrication (Panel 1M)
The first panel utilized 17 plies and measured approximately 0.10 inch thick. The defects in this
panel were formed by cutting small sections of the midply away and then sandwiching it
between two previously cured 8 ply cover panels. The general procedure for making panel 1 is
as follows.
1. Position peel ply on tooling plate.
2. Lay-up two (0,45,-45,90,90,-45,45,0) Gr/Ep panels.
3. Cover laminate with peel ply, breather, bleeder and vacuum bag.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
4. Make pattern for middle layer cut-outs on scrap prepreg backing (Figure 1).
5. Using template, cut pattern from middle layer.
6. Sandwich middle layer between panels made in Step 1 though 3. Place peel ply on top of
sandwich. Cover with vacuum bag and cure for 1.5 hrs at 300 °F. Raise temperature to 350
°F for 0.5 hrs. Cool as in Step 3.
7. Sand edges smooth.
The finished panel was inspected using thermography, shearography and ultrasonics. The
shearographic inspection was not able to locate the defects. Using back side heating from a
single 500 W quartz heat lamp the image shown in Figure 2 was generated thermographically.
All of the scheduled flaws were found although the smallest (0.36 inch circle and 1/4 inch
square) of the planned defects were very close to the threshold of detectability. The C-scan
image indicated that the planned defects had remained open; i.e. looked like voids; during cure.
Some resin could be seen to fill in around the edge of each cut-out region and the smallest
planned defects were all but totally filled with resin and unrecognizable.
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Figure 2. Monolithic panel 1M results.
Ultrasonic C-scan
2.1.2 Fabrication (Panel 2M)
The defects in the second panel were made by dimpling the midply surface of the laminate with
brass shimstock (0.003, 0.004 and 0.006 inch thick). Again a 17 ply laminate is constructed with
the defects residing between ply 9 and 10. The general procedure for constructing the panel is as
follows.
1. Position peel ply on tooling plate.
2. Lay-up two (0,45,.-45,90,90,45,45,0) Gr/Ep panels
One panel will have release coated brass shim-stock inserts positioned as shown in Figure
4 between the tooling plate and the first layer of material. (Note: no peel ply is placed
below the panel with the shim stock. )
3. Cover laminate with peel ply, breather, bleeder and vacuum bag.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
4. Remove inserts from panel.
5. Sandwich a middle prepreg layer between panels made in Step 1 though 3. First position
middle layer on top of faceplate without inserts. Preheat to 200 °F, remove from oven, cover
with backing paper and press prepreg tightly against faceplate. Lay faceplate with prepreg
middle layer on tooling plate and position insert panel on top. Place peel ply on top of
sandwich. Cover with vacuum bag and cure for 1.5 hrs at 300 °F. Raise temperature to 350
°F tbr 0.5 hrs. Cool as in Step 3.
6. Sand edges smooth
The finished panel was inspected with thermography and C-scan ultrasonics (Figure 3). The IRT
scan utilized back side heating with a 500 W heat lamp and was able to detect all the defects.
IRT was not able to distinguish the finer detail of the lower, V-shaped, flaws. When the panel
was inspected ultrasonically resin flow could be seen along the edge of the dimpled regions. The
C-scan confirmed that the V-shaped indentations had partially filled with resin, which was the
reason that the thermographic scan could not resolve their planned shape.
Unavailable at time of print
Thermogram
Figure 3. Monolithic panel 2M results.
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2.1.3 Fabrication (Panel 3M)
The third panel was constructed from two precured 8 ply faceplates bonded together with a layer
of prepreg cobond adhesive. Patterns were cut in the cobond tape in an attempt to produce tight
disbonds between the two faceplates. The construction procedure is s follows.
1. Position peel ply on tooling plate.
2. Lay-up two (0,45,-45,90,90,-45,45,0) Gr/Ep panels
3. Cover laminate with peel ply, breather, bleeder and vacuum bag.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
3. Make pattern for middle layer cut-outs on scrap prepreg backing (Figure 4) similar to panel 1.
4. Using template, cut pattern from middle layer ofcobond tape.
5. Sandwich middle layer of cobond tape between panels made in Step 1. Place peel ply on top
of sandwich. Cover with vacuum bag and cure for 2 hrs at 250 °F. Cool as in Step 1.
5. Sand edges smooth.
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The thermographic results obtained using backside heating with a 500 W heat lamp was unable
to recognize the planned defects (Figure 5). The C-scan results indicated that the cobond
adhesive had flowed into the cutout regions, thus all but eliminating the disbond regions.
Unavailable at time of print
Thennogram Ultrasonic C-scan
Figure 5. Monolithic panel 3M results.
Based upon the results of these tests it would appear that method two would be the most realistic
way of generating controlled disbond regions inside a monolithic gr/ep panel. Additional work
will be required though the gain control over the amount of resin that flows into the depressed
region of the planned defect.
2.2 MONOLITHIC PANELS (Inclusions)
An 8 ply panel was constructed with backing paper, peal ply (Dacron fiber), bagging fihn and
latex glove inclusions. The inclusions were cut into 1 inch squares and placed at mid-laminate
as well as between the second and third ply. The tip offofa latex glove was also included at the
center of the panel. The construction procedure is as follows.
I. Position peel ply on tooling plate.
2. Lay-up a single (0,90, 45,-45,.-45,45,90,0) Gr/Ep panel with inclusions as specified in Table 1.
3. Cover laminate with peel ply, breather, bleeder and vacuum bag.
Cure tbr 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
tan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
4. Sand edges smooth.
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Flaw I.D. Materials Depth (Ply)
A 4
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
Peal ply
Waxed backing paper
Backing paper
Bagging film
Latex glove
Bagging film
Backin8 paper
Waxed backing paper
4
4
2
4
4
2
2
Table 1. Inclusions.
The finished panel was inspected using front surface flash heating. The panel was placed 32
inches from the imager, under the spectral hood, and flashed with an equivalent energy level of
1400 V (power setting of the Bales Scientific flash unit). Figure 6 shown the thermal image 120
msec after the flash when all of the inclusions were visible. Inclusions "D, G and IT' which were
only two plies deep, were visible 20 msec after the flash. The remaining inclusions became
apperant after 60 msec indicating the thermal lag through the panel.
Figure 6. Thermographic results from inclusion panel.
2.3 HONEYCOMB PANELS
Three 15 inch square aluminum honeycomb graphite/epoxy composite panels were constructed
with planned manufactured defects and tested thermographically. The defects were designed to
simulate delaminations and disbonds between the faceplate and core. The defects were
produced by altering the bondline between the faceplate and core material mechanically and as
such did not utilize any foreign material such as Teflon tape.
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As will bedescribedin a lattersectionof this report,ninealuminumhoneycombgraphite/epoxy
panelsthat makeupaninter tankstructurewereinspectedat theMSFCNDE Labusingthe
BalesThermographicInspectionSystem.An inter tank panelfeaturingTeflon insertshadbeen
constructedto testthevariousNDE techniquesthatwould ultimatelybeusedto validatethe
integrity of eachproductionpanel.Thermographyhadlittle problemslocatingthebuilt in
Teflon inserts"flaws", seeSection4.0. Theproblemwasthoughthat mostof theflawscouldbe
seenvisuallyanda questionwasposedasto thevalidity of usinga foreignmaterialasa meansto
simulaterealcoreto faceplateseparationsaswell asdelaminationsbetweenthevariousplies.
Thereforastudy intendedto helpanswerthosequestionsandto developmorerealistic
"standard"flaw panelswasinitiatedto beusedto certify the inspectionprocess.
A scrapsheetof 1.0inchaluminumhoneycomb,similar to thatusedin themid-regionof the
productionunit inter tankpanels,wasacquiredfrom Bill McMahonof MSFCto beusedasthe
core for thetestpanels.Graphite/epoxy(IM6/3501-6)prepregandcobondadhesivedonatedto
UAH wasusedfor thefaceplates.Eachfaceplatewasstackedusinga(0, 90,45, -45)slaminate
andcuredfor 2hoursat 350°F underavacuumpressure.Severalconceptsfor building in
knowndefectswereattemptedandwill bedescribedin thefollowing sub-sections.
2.3.1 Fabrication(Panel1H)
Panel1Hwasconstructedin a mannersimilar to that of themonolithicpanel3M. Thatis
cobondadhesivewith plannedholescutin it wasusedto bondafaceplateto thecore. The
constructionprocedureisasfollows.
1. Positiona 15inch squarepieceof pealply ona largetooling plate.
2. Lay-up first 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (0,45,-45,90,90,-45,45,0)
3. Cover lay-up with a single ply of prepreg cobond adhesive tape.
4. Position honeycomb on cobond tape.
5. Center a small tooling plate on the top of the honeycomb panel.
6. Position a 15 inch square piece of peal ply on top of small tooling plate.
7. Lay-up second 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (0,45,-45,90,90,-45,45,0).
8. Cover top face plate with peal ply, breather and bleeder.
9. Vacuum bag the entire part. and ensure that there are no leaks.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
10. Using a template (Figure 7), cut defect pattern from cobond tape.
11. Apply defect cobond tape to inside surface of top face plate (the laminate cured on the small
tooling plate.
12. Place top face plate, cobond tape side down, on exposed honey comb. Place a piece of peal
ply on top of sandwich. Cover with vacuum bag and cure for 2 hrs at 250 °F. Cool as in Step
9.
13. Sand edges smooth.
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Figure 7. Honeycomb panel 1 layout.
Using a similar procedure as was performed on the production inter tank panels (Section 4.0) a
thermographic inspection of the test panel was performed. The results are presented for panel
1H in Figure 8. The scheduled flaws showed up as cold spots in the thermograms during back
surface heating by the two 500 Watt shop lamps. The flaws were barely detectable when they
faced the heat source, i.e. face away from the camera. This result indicates the importance of
having access to both sides of a honeycomb panel when performing thermographic inspections.
In addition to the backside heating, flash heating by means of the Bales Spectral Hood was
conducted to the test panels. This technique was not used on the inter tank panels. The
thermograms resulting from the flash heating though were much clearer than those from
backside lamp heating.
Provided access is available to both sides of a honeycomb structural panel, it is therefor
recommended that that flash heating be used to conduct the thermal scans. When access to only
one side of the panel is available for viewing, and heat can be applied to the back face, then high
intensity long duration heating should be used. If only one side of the panel is available for
viewing and heating then there is little hope for inspecting the back faceplate and bondline with
INT.
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Backside heat lamp Front side flash lamp
Figure 8. Honeycomb panel 1H.
Using digital filtering techniques an attempt to enhance the back surface heated image was made
by applying the Winfree (Laplacian) filter and several self developed filters. The Laplacian filter
was unable to resolve the thermal profile of the part. On the other hand a simple "edge
enhancement" filter proved to be very useful by defining the shapes of each planned defect
(Figure 9). The tilter consisted ofa 7 x 7 array in the form shown in Table 2.
"Fable 2. Digital filter.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 2 2 2 2 0
0 2 0 0 0 2 0
0 2 0 10 0 2 0
0 2 0 0 0 2 0
0 2 2 2 2 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 9. Image before and after digital filter.
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Assuming that the thermal properties of the test panel and inter tank are similar, the
thermographic procedures used for the inspection of the inter tank panels appears to be adequate
for locating disbond over 1.0 inch square between the core and face plate based upon the results
of this first test panel.
2.3.2 Fabrication (Panel 2H)
The second honeycomb panel built utilized a procedure similar to that of the second monolithic
panel to generate disbonds between the core and faceplate by means of shim stock to depress a
faceplate during a precure cycle. The procedures to construct such a panel are as follows.
1. Position a 15 inch square piece of peal ply on a large tooling plate.
2. Lay-up first 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (0,45,-45,90,90,-45,45,0)
3. Cover lay-up with a single ply of prepreg cobond adhesive tape.
4. Position honeycomb on cobond tape.
5. Center a small tooling plate on the top of the honeycomb panel.
6. Lay-up second 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (0,45,-45,90,90,-45,45,0).
7. Turn lay-up over and position inserts, then flip back over so that inserts face tooling plate.
8. Cover top face plate with peal ply, breather and bleeder.
9. Vacuum bag the entire part. and ensure that there are no leaks.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
10. Remove inserts from top face plate.
11. Apply cobond tape to honeycomb core.
12. Place top face plate, insert side down, on exposed honey comb. Place a piece of peal ply on
top of sandwich. Cover with vacuum bag and cure for 2 hrs at 250 °F. Cool as in Step 9.
13. Sand edges smooth.
All the planned defect were found using both backside (500 W heat lamp) and flash heating as
shown in Figures 10 and 11.
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Figure 10. Backside heating of panel 2H.
tZigure 1i. Front side flash heating of Panel 2H.
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2.3.3 Fabrication (Panel 3H)
The third honeycomb core panel was constructed with embedded midfaceplate, type 2M, flaws
and type 1H core to faceplate disbonds. The procedure for the construction of the panel are
given below.
1. Position a 15 inch square piece of peal ply on a large tooling plate.
2. Lay-up first 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (0,90,45,-45,-45,45,90,0)
3. Cover lay-up with a single ply of prepreg cobond adhesive tape.
4. Position honeycomb on cobond tape.
5. Center a small tooling plate on the top of the honeycomb panel.
6. Lay-up half of second 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (0,90,45,-45).
7. Turn lay-up over and position inserts, then flip back over so that inserts face tooling plate.
8. Cover top face plate with peal ply, breather and bleeder.
9. Vacuum bag the entire part. and ensure that there are no leaks.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
10. Remove inserts from top face plate.
11. Lay-up second half of second 14.5 inch square Gr/Ep prepreg face plate (-45,45,90,0) on
tooling plate. Place first half of faceplate "B" face down on uncured laminate.
12. Cover top face plate with peal ply, breather and bleeder.
13. Vacuum bag the entire part. and ensure that there are no leaks.
Cure for 2 hrs at 350 °F/cool to 250 °F in oven with fan on/Cool to 150 °F in oven with
fan on and top of door open/Cool to 100 °F out of oven then remove vacuum bag and
peel ply.
14. Using template, cut defect pattern from cobond tape.
15. Apply defect cobond tape to inside surface of top face plate (the laminate cured on the small
tooling plate.
16. Place top face plate, cobond tape side down, on exposed honey comb. Place a piece of peal
ply on top of sandwich. Cover with vacuum bag and cure for 2 hrs at 250 °F. Cool as in Step
9.
17. Sand edges smooth.
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3.0 IMPACT DAMAGED GRAPHITE/PHENOLICSPECIMENS
During thethermographicinspectionof theNPU-3graphite/phenolicexternaltank nosecone,
Section5 of thisreport,a questionwasposedasto thevalidity of usingTeflon insertsto
simulatedelaminationtypeflaws. Themain doubtwaswhetheror not thethermographic
inspectionprocedureusedfor identifyingartificial defectswouldbe representativeof asimilar
inspectionfor locating"real" flaws. As atestto this dilemma,eleven,3.0 inch squareby 0.25
inchthick, specimenswerecutfrom a sectionof externaltanknoseconeandimpactedusinga 5
poundimpacthammer,with eithera0.0625,0.25or 0.5 inch tup,droppedfrom variousheights
to producea widerangeof damagestates.A summaryof the impactenergiesandtup sizesfor
thespecimensareprovidedin Table3.
SpecimenI.D.
GL2
GL4
GL5
BL2
GR1
GR2
GR3
GR4
GR5
GR6
GR7
ImpactEnergy(Ft-lb)
4.39
12.58
17.53
Tup Size
0.25
0.25
0.0625
10.16 0.25
3.34 0.0625
8.76 0.O625
5.18 0.0625
6.54 O.25
18.76 0.5
9.22 0.5
18.78 0.25
Table 3. Impact samples.
Three thermal loading techniques were performed to assess the nature of the impact damage.
First, the Bales Scientific TIP was used to scan the back of each specimen as heat was applied,
with a hot air gun to their front face. The front face was not scanned due the presence of
markings that had been used to identify the specimens and locate their impact point. These
marking would have biased the interpretation of the impact location and size. The specimens
were positioned 6 inches from the face of the camera and the same image size used for each scan
so that a direct comparison of the thermographically measured flaw sizes could be made. A
DOS *.TIF image of each thermally loaded specimen was saved in "repeat all" color format and
then printed on an EPSON color printer (Figures 13a and 13b). The flaw size of each image was
measured and normalized from the "TIF" images for the subsequent comparison with impact
energy. Several of the specimens experienced large scale delaminations due to their small size,
the brittle nature of the graphite/phenolic material and the large magnitude of some of the impact
energies. Ply splitting could be seen on the edge of specimen GL4, GR5 and GR7 while
specimen GL5 broke into two pieces as a result of the impact. The remaining specimens showed
varying degrees of surface damage from the impact test but no evidence of edge splitting.
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BL2 - 10.16 ft-lb GR1 - 3.34 ft-lb
GL2 - 4.49 ft-lb GR2 - 8.76 ft-lb
GL4 - 12.58 ft-lb
Figure 13a. Thennograms from impact specimens.
GR3 - 5.18 ft-lb
GR4 - 6.54 ft-lb GR5 - 18.76 ft-lb
GR6 - 9.22 ft-lb GR7 - 18.78 ft-lb
Figure 13b. Thermograms from imapct specimens (continued).
To better test how well the thermographic procedure used to inspect the nose cone would
identify such an impact, two of the impact samples were clamped to the inside of a cut out
region of the NPU-3 and inspected. Figure 14 shows the thermal image from that test. It is
clearly evident that the inspection process is capable of identifying impact related damage and
that the scheduled Teflon insert defects do to some degree behave thermographically as artificial
impact damage.
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Figure14. Impact coupons in NPU-3.
Finally, front surface flash heating of the coupons was used to demonstrate it potential tbr future
inspection of nose cone structures (Figure 15).
Figure 15. Flash heating of impact samples.
_3
4.0 INTER TANK PANELS
Thethermographicinspectionof 10, eighty inch by forty inch, curved graphite/epoxy inter tank
panels are now discussed. A Bales Scientific Thermal Image Processor positioned 64 inches
from the panel was used to scan the panel in 10 passes (5 front and 5 back). The top and bottom
of the panel, where the front and back faces merge, were scanned independent of the middle
honeycomb section to avoid large variations in the thermal profile that would have made the
images hard to interpret. Two 500 W heat lamps, mounted end to end, were held 1 to 2 inches
from the back surface of the panel to provide the required thermal excitation. The panel was
hand scanned from left to right facing rear surface with an overlapping semicircular motion
covering the region of interest.
A test panel featuring many built in defects, 17 of which were visible as surface discontinuities
and are labeled as A through Q, is shown in Figure 16 was inspected first to determine the proper
settings for the thermal NDE of the 9 production panels..
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Figure 16. Panel configuration.
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The color map was set to "repeat all" for each of the images to provide the best resolution for the
entire image field. Since, the panel was scanned over a period of about 15 seconds, if the color
map had not been set to "repeat all" the temperature range would have had to be set much larger
to encompass the hot region directly behind the heat source and the cold region where heat had
not been applied. Otherwise, only a small band of the image would have been legible on the
color map.
The three flaws labeled A, B and C were viewed from both the front side scan, Figures 17 and
18, and the back side scan, Figure 28. Flaws A and B resembled their surface features, but flaw
C showed up as a large circle, not the rectangular shape of the surface feature, indicating the
possibility that other flaws were embedded deeper into the panel.
Flaws D and E showed up clearly on pass "C" as shown in Figures 19 and 20. When the flaws
were positioned on the heat side of the panel for the back scan neither one was visible to the
thermographic system.
Pass "D" yielded many flaws including F, G, H, I and Q shown in Figures 21 and 22. A better
indication of the shapes of flaws F and I were found in pass "E" where Figure 24 clearly shows
flaw F as a square and flaw I as a rectangle. It also appears that another vertical rectangular
shape is present below flaw I. The back surface flaws, H and Q show up as a single indication in
Figure 22 due to their heat signatures being smeared by the front surface of the panel.
Besides flaws F and I, pass "E" was able to locate flaw J in Figure 23.
The panel was reversed so that the back surface flaws could be more readily detected. When the
center of the panel was scanned, pass "ER", flaws F, J and K were found, Figures 25 and 26.
Note that flaws J and F were found as surface features on the front side of the panel.
During pass "BR" flaws A, B and C were again apparent, Figure 28, but this time flaws L, M, N
and O were also visible (Figures 27 and 28). Figures 29 and 30 show that during pass "DR",
flaws L, M and N were again visible.
Finally, during pass "DR" the two small flaws labeled H and Q were made identifiable as shown
in Figure 29. Flaw P also showed up very lightly on Figure 30.
A long rectangular feature extending nearly half way across the panel was found during pass
"AR" that was not apparent on the surface of the panel (Figure 31). Without any knowledge of
the make-up of the panel in that region it is hard to tell if this is a defect or not. Since, a similar
feature was not found on the other end of the panel during pass "'B" or "BR" it is suspicious.
The 9 production unit inter tank panels were inspected in a similar fashion to the test panel. The
thermograms for the production panels are give in Appendix 12.5. No major indications were
found on the production panels.
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5.0 EXTERNAL TANK NOSE CONE
5.1 Non Production Unit 3
The thermographic inspection of the non production unit three (NPU-3) composite nose cone for
the space shuttle external tank is described in this section. The NPU-3 was manufactured with
embedded flaws (Teflon inserts) to provide a test base and qualification unit for nondestructive
evaluation techniques. The purpose of this test was to investigate the potential of the Bales
Scientific thermography camera and software. By running the Bales camera along side the
Lockheed-Martin thermography system a comparison could be made as to its delectability.
The results presented herein are from the first inspection of the NPU-3 nose cone and were
conducted as a "tag along" to the Lockheed-Martin inspection. No attempt was made to
optimize the heating of the nose cone or general configuration of the Bales system for these tests.
The NPU-3 nose cone was thermographically mapped in 13 passes. The first four passes (Figure
32) were conducted using a the Lockheed-Martin composite nose cone turntable and A-frame. A
2000 watt heat lamp was positioned on the inside of the inverted nose cone, four inched from its
surface, over the area to be scanned. The Bales Scientific thermographic camera was positioned
on the outside of the nose cone, 90 degrees down stream of the heat lamp and kept as near to
normal with the outer surface of the nose cone as possible.
The spike attachment end was inspected by hand scanning the heat lamps over the outside of the
nose cone (Figure 33). Here, the thermographic camera imaged the inside of the nose cone.
The faring region was mapped in seven passes as shown in Figure 34. The heat was again
applied by hand using the 2000 W heat lamps, this time on the inside of the faring. The camera
was maintained at a position normal to the area of interest at a distance of approximately 55
inches.
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Note: Images taken at 1 second/frame for 60 seconds.
Figure 32. Configuration for pass A through D.
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Figure 33. Configuration for passes E and F.
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Figure 35. NPU-3, Pass A, Flaws A and B.
Figure 36. NPU-3, Pass C, Flaw A.
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Figure37. NPU-3,PassA, FlawsB andA.
Figure38. NPU-3,PassC, FlawB.
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Figure39. NPU-3,PassA, FlawC.
Figure40. NPU-3,PassC, FlawC.
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Figure41. NPU-3,PassA, FlawsD andE.
Figure42. NPU-3,PassC, FlawE.
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Figure43. NPU-3,PassA, FlawF.
Figure44 NPU-3,PassC, FlawF,
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Figure45. NPU-3,PassA, FlawG.
Figure46. NPU-3,PassC, FlawG.
_g
Figure47 NPU-3,PassB, Flawsft andI
Figure48. NPU-3_ Pass M, Flaws H and I.
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Figure49. NPU-3,Pass B, Flaws J and K.
Figure 50. NPU-3, Pass B, Flaws L, M and N.
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Figure5I. NPU-3oPassD, FlawN,
Figure52. NPI_J-3,PassD, FlawsO andP.
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Figure53. NPU-3,Pass J, Flaws O and P.
Figure 54. NPU-3, Pass D, Flaws Q and R.
Figure 55. NPU-3, Pass t, Flaws Q and R
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Figure 56. NPU-3, Pass E.
Figure 58. NPU-3, Pass F.
Figure 57. NPU-3, Pass F.
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5.2 Flight Unit 1(Premachining)
Thethermographicinspectionof thefirst flight unit (F1)compositenoseconefor the
spaceshuttleexternaltank is described.Thenoseconeis in theuntrimmedand
predrilledstate.Thethermographicinspectionprocesswasqualifiedthroughthe
concurrentinspectionof theNPU-3nosecone,whichfeaturesembeddedcritical sized
defects(teflon inserts).Theresultspresentedhereinarefrom theinspectionof theF1
noseconeandwereconductedasa "tag along" to theLockheed-Martininspection.
Thesamegeneralproceduresandequipmentsettingsasdescribedin Section5.1were
utilized for the inspectionof theF1nosecone. Theonlyvariationbetweenthetwo tests
wasthat a 1sec/frameacquisitionratewasmaintainedthroughoutheentireseriesof
"FI'" scans.Ontheprevioustestsinsufficient timehadbeengivento scanthe24ply
regionof thenoseconeresultingin an incompletetemperatureprofile.
All scheduleddefectswerefoundduringPassA of the NPU-3 nose cone as shown in the
Figures labeled NPU_A5, NPU_A13, NPU_A21, NPU_A28, NPU_A34, and NPU_A52
of Appendix 12.8. A question had arisen during the first test of the NPU-3 unit as to the
validity of using teflon inserts for making simulated flaws. To answer this question
specimens were cut from a section of a nose cone and impacted at various levels.
Section 3.0 of this report demonstrates the sensitivity ofthermography to map the effects
of the impacts with energies ranging from 3.34 ft-lbs to 18.7 ft-lbs. To determine how
well the nose cone qualification procedures would map the impact damage two of the
specimens, GR-1 (3.34 ft-lb) and GR-6 (9.22 ft-lb), were clamped to the inside of the
access holes of the NPU-3 unit and scanned. Figures NPU A IMPACT2 and 5 show that
the thermographic inspection procedures are capable of detecting and discriminating
between the two impact levels. Also, the magnitude of the indications for the impact
specimens is of the same order as the teflon inserts.
The NPU-3 and F 1 nose cones were swapped, after successfully locating all the
scheduled flaws in the "B" pass of NPU-3, and the F1 unit scanned for defects. No flaws
were found during the four passes made around the nose cone except for the seam lines
(Figure FI_A and B) and thermocouple leads (Figure FI_C14 and 54).
5.3 Flight Unit 1 (F1) Nose Cone (Post machining)
This section describes the thermographic inspection of the F1 nose cone after being
trimmed and drilled. The thermographic inspection process was qualified through the
concurrent inspection of the NPU-3 nose cone, which features embedded critical sized
defects (teflon inserts). The results presented herein are from the inspection of the F1
nose cone and were conducted again as a "tag along" to the Lockheed-Martin inspection.
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Thesamegeneralproceduresandequipmentsettingsasdescribedin theprevioustwo
sebsectionswereutilizedfor the inspectionof themachinedFI nosecone. Theonly
modificationto theprocesswasthat passes"E" and"F", overthe24ply spikeattach
region,werecombinedinto onepass.
After successfullylocatingall thescheduledflaws in pass"A" of NPU-3,theNPU-3and
FI noseconeswereswapped,andtheF1unit scannedfor defects. Nodefectswerefound
of thesizeor largerthanthosedescribedby QA-NDE-001.
A tool hadbeendroppedontheinsideof thenoseconeduringthemachiningprocessthat
left a smallvisiblemark. Specialattentionwasgivento Pass"D" sinceit wouldoverlap
theimpactsite. Baseduponthethermographicresults,thedamageappearsto beonly
superficial. Thefollowing figureshowstheimpactsiteasa smallaberrationalonga
seamline. A handscanof theregion,with highermagnification,alsoshowedno thermal
indicationsof delaminationdueto theimpact. Theremainderof theF1nosecone
showedno thermographicindicationsof damage.
Figure59. Thennogramof damageonnoseconeF1.
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6.0 HOT GASPANELS
Two separateinspectionswereperformedon graphite/polyimide hot gas panels. The first
thermographic inspection of 6 graphite/polyimide panels was conducted at a distance of
32 inches during back side heating by two 500 W quartz heat lamps. The lamps were set
15 inches from the back surface of the panel and oriented to provide uniform heating for
approximately 20 seconds. Both the tooling (shiny) side and the machined (dull) side of
the panels were scanned to help enhance any features that may have been closer to one
side of the panel than the other.
The results of the thermography tests before hot gas treatment showed no thermal
abnormalities or indications that could be attributed to internal flaws in the panels. In all
the thermograms were relatively uniform across the panels during the entire scan for both
their front and rear face. The variations shown in the thermograms were simply a result
of the heating method and boundary conditions.
A surface feature was found around the top middle hole of panel HG2B (TI-IB HG2).
The hole was scanned at a closer range showing that the flaw, a delamination, did not
extend beyond what was visible.
After the hot gas treatment the panels were re-examined to determine the effects that the
hot gas tests had on the integrity of the panels. All of the panels except for HG2A (T1-
1A HG2) showed no indications except for the small delamination that was already
present with the top hole in HG2B. A large delamination was found near machined side
of panel HG2A. The flaw was most visible during the machined side scan but could also
be seen during the tool side scan with the flaw facing away from the image.
The thermograms are provided in Appendix 12.3.
The second series of IRT tests involved three hot gas panels, post treatment. The
thermographic inspection of three graphite/polyimide panels was conducted using a Bales
Scientific thermal image processor from a distance of 36 inches during both front and
back side heating by 250 W infrared heat lamps. Two lamps were held below and even
with the front of the camera for the front surface heating as shown in configuration 1.
During back side heating, configuration 2, one lamp was hand scanned at a distance of
six inches over the panel surface.
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Both the tool and bag side of the panel were inspected. The following table outlines the
procedures used for each scan.
Filename Configuration Side imaged
HG1, HG2, HG3
a 1 tool
b 1 bag
c 2 tool
d 2 bag
HGI: A large delamination covering nearly a third of the panel was visible on the tool
side of riG1 as shown in Figure la. On the bag side one large (2 to 3 inch diameter) and
several small (0.25 to 1 inch) delaminations were found. No new indications were found
during back surface heating. Figures 1c and 1d illustrate the presence of the larger
delaminations from both sides superimposed upon each other.
HG2: The tool side of the panel featured a large delamination covering almost half of
the surface. The thermal image indicated that the visible delamination may be formed
from multiple sub-delaminations of varying depths. Image 2a shows a large primary
delamination over a secondary region. During heating the primary region became visible
first followed by the sub region indicating the possible depth variation. The bag side
scan showed only a few small (0.25 to 1 inch) delaminations.
HG3: No abnormal indications could be found on either side of the HG3 panel.
The thermograms for the second series of hot gas panel tests can be found in Appendix
12.4.
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7.0 GRAPHITE/EPOXYFATIGUE TEST TUBES
A seriesof 57graphite/epoxytubeswerefatiguetestedatMSFCasapartof a Summer
Faculty Fellowship program. The tubes were inspected before and after being loaded in
fatgue using pulse heating (1400 volt power setting) at a distance of 16 inches. The
thermograms were captured at a rate of 20 msec/frame. The images provided in this
report are all taken at frame 5 (80 msec) after flash.
The ability of the imager to measure damage in the tubes was tested by inflicting, impact
damage at the 0 and 180 degree mid-length points (Figure 60).
1F26 and 2106A => 0" 1F26 and 2106A => 180 °
1F26 and 2106A => 90" 1F26 and 2106A => 270 °
Figure 60. Impact damage in gr/ep tubes.
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All but the lowest(2.0ft-lb) energyimpactproducedahole atthe impactsite. The2.0ft-
lb impactwasbarelyvisibleon thesurface.Thethermalindicationfrom theimpact
damagerelateswell with the impatenergy,higherimpactequatingto a largerindication,
just aswasseenonthe graphite/phenolicimpactcoupons(Section3.0).
Thetubesbeforefatigueloadingareprovidedin Appendix 12.6. Theimagesarelabed
bytubesetnumberandthetubesin eachsetareordered,asshownin theimages,with
Table4.
After fatigueloading(Appendix 12.7)thetubeswerere-orderedasshownin Table5 and
newthermogramstaken. In mostcases,delaminationsbetweenthegrip andtubecould
beseenandmostof thedamagewaslocatedattheedgeof thegrip region.
Tube[
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Referencenumber
1-002-13 Standard 5-001-09
20-2-14 20-2-29 20-2-12
10-2-5 9-2-8 9-2-25
20-2-22 9-2-6B 7-2-24
20-2-5 20-2-21 20-2-3
7-2-22 9-2-6A 9-2-23
7-2-218 8-2-24B 9-2-19
20-2-18 10-2-8B 9-2-16
7-2-21A 8-2-24A 8-2-10
10-2-8A 20-2-20A 20-2-20B
7-2-13B 7-2-13A 9-2-11
12 3-1-11 3-1-12 5-1-7
13 20-1-31A 5-1-8 20-1-31B
14 3-1-23B 5-1-16 20-1-30B
15 20-1-22 6-1-26 20-1-30A
16 20-1-32A 3-1-27 20-1-21
3-1-23A
20-1-35
20-1-34B
20-1-34A
20-1-32B
17 20-1-22A 20-1-32C 5-1-5 20-1-21A
Table4. Datafile of tubes before fatigue loading.
Table 5.
PTube Reference number
1 20-2-14 20-2-29 9-2-8 9-2-25
2 20-2-22 9-2-6B 7-2-24
3 20-2-21 20-2-3 7-2-22 9-2-23
4 8-2-24B 9-2-19 10-2-8A 20-2-20A
5 20-2-18 10-2-8B 9-2-16 7-2-13B
6 7-2-21A 8-2-24A 8-2-10 7-2-13A
Data file of tubes post fatigue testing.
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8.0 MISCELLANEOUS INSPECTIONS
8.1 X-33 subscalefuel tank
A subscaleX33 fuel tankwasdamagedduringremovalof its sandmandrelby driving a
jack hammerthoughoneendof thehoopsection.A thermographicscanwasrequested
to determinethe extentof thedamagein the impactregionandto locateotherzones
wheredamagemayhavebeenproducedduringtheremovalof themandrel.
Thehoopregionof thevesselwasscannedwith aBalesScientificTIP usinginterior
heatingby ahandheldhotair gunfor thermalexcitation. Thedamagedendof thetank
wasscannedin fourteenpasses,with anapproximatefield of view of 12inchby 9 inch,
startingatthemain impactpoint. Theremainingportionof thehoopsectionwas
scannedin eightpasses,approximately22 inch by 14inch each,startingalongthe
damageaxis.
In additionto thehoopscans,thedomeregionswereexaminedthermographically.In
general,theresolutionof the imagesfrom thedomeendswasnotsufficientto locatethe
sizeof featuresexpecteddueto thethicknessof thedomeregionandtheinability to get
sufficientheatinto the materialfastenough.Work is in progressto overcomethese
limitations for futureprojects.
Thethermographicimageof theprimarydamagezone(Figure61)closelyresembledthat
whichcouldbeseenvisually. That is, delaminationsdonot appearto existbeyondthe
regionwherethefibershavebeendamaged.
Figure61. ImageD1A of primarydamage.
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A seconddamagezone(Figure62), labeledB in thefollowing figure,wasfoundin
region14just belowathermocouplemark. Themajority of thedamageappearsto beat
thetransitionbetweenthethick andthin portionsof thehoopregionandthengradually
reducein magnitudetowardtheendof thethermocouplemark.
Figure62. ImageD14A of secondarydamagezone.
Ontheoppositeendof the tank from the primary damage two small indications (Figures
63, 64 and 65) were found. These indications may be the result of the lay-up procedure,
i.e. irregular overlapped layers, or an actual flaw site. Due to the magnitude of the
indications it is unexpected that they would cause any structural problems, but have been
included in this report for future reference if a problem develops.
Figure 63. Image E5A for sub-scale tank.
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Figure64. ImageE5D.
Figure65. ImageE8A.
8.2 Cryogenicfeedlines
A thermographicinspectionof an IM-7/977-2(graphite/epoxy)cryogenicfeedlineflange
sectionhasbeenperformedusingtheBalesScientificTIP. Thefeedlinewasdividedinto
six inspectionzonesincludingboth front andbacksidescansof thepipe, flangeand
transitionregion. Severalheatingmethodsandfields of view wereattemptedto
maximizetheresolutionof thethermalmap. Measurementsweremadewith heat
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appliedby meansof a hotair gunor a 500W lampto boththeviewingandoppositesides
andof thefeedline. Thefeedlinewascooledbetweeneachthermalscanby placingit on
astandardbox fanuntil itsthermalprofile wasuniform.
Thethermalscansshowednoabnormalindicationsin theflangeor transitionregionfor
anyof theheatingmethodsor fieldsof view. Threeindicationswerefoundon thepipe
regionthough,labeled"A", "B" and"C" in Figure66. Surfacefeaturescouldpossibly
explainindications"B" and"C", astherewereripplesin the laminatein thoseregions.
Therectangularshapein thecenterof thepiperegioncouldnot beseenvisually. Unless
this isa featureof the lay-upprocess,indication"A" maybesomethingthatwarrants
furtheranalysis.
All of the indications were much weaker during the scan of the inside of the pipe as
shown in Figure 67. Note that indications "B" and "C" show up as faint diagonal bands
oriented down and to the right while indication "A" appears as a light region in the center
of the image. Whatever is creating these indications must be closer to the outside of the
flange since they appear brighter and more defined on the outside scan (Figure 66).
Figure 66. Outside of flange. Figure 67. Inside of flange.
8.3 Silicon carbide/silicon carbide disks.
Three sets of silicon carbide/silicon carbide blisks were inspected with the Bales TIP
system using front face (camera side) pulse heating. The pulse amplitude was set at 1400
volts and the image processor configured to scan at 20 msec per frame (50 frames/sec).
The thermograms from each can be found in Appendix 12.1.
Series 1 A linear indication or abnormality was found on the back side of disk 1.
The indication was colder than the rest of the disk and lasted for about 7 frames (140
msec). No visible defect could be seen on the surface of the disk to match the
thermogram. The remaining views of the disks showed no abnormal indications other
than the dimpled surface finish.
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8.5 GRAPHITE/EPOXY PLATES AND HONEYCOMB PANELS (NASA JSC)
A series of eleven graphite/epoxy Nomex honeycomb panels and a single monolithic
panel was supplied by the Johnson Space Center in Houston for IRT inspection at MSFC.
Two test panels were supplied with known defects including Teflon inserts for the
monolithic panels and a combination of separator film insets, insufficient cobond
adhesive and release agent for the honeycomb panel (Figure 69 and 70). The panels were
imaged with the Bales TIP system using front face (camera side) pulse heating at a
distance of 32 inches with as power setting of 1400 volts. The images were scanned at
20 msec per frame (50 frames/sec) and acrilic lamp shields were placed in front of the
lamps to block the post flash glare from the parts surface. The ten honeycomb panel
thermograms are given in Appendix 12.2. The estimated sizes for each thermal
indication is given in Table 7 on page 55.
Indication Indicated size
A 1/4
B I/2
C 3/4
D 1 1/4
E 1/2
F 1/4
G 1 1/2
H 1/4
I 1/4
J 3/4
K 1 1/2
L 1
M 1 1/2
N 1/4
O 1
P 3/4
Q 3/4
R 1/4
S 1/2
T 1/2
U 1 1/4
V 1/2
W 1
X 1
Y 1/4
Z 1 1/4
AA 1/4
AB 1/4
AC 3/4
Panel
2b
3t
3b
4t
4b
5t
5b
Indication
AD
AE
AF
AG
AH
AI
Indicated size
3/4
3/4
1
1/2
1/4
AJ 3_
AK 11_
AL 11_
AM 1_
AN 3_
AO 1 1/2
AP 1
AQ
AR
1/2
1/4
AS 1/4
AT 3/4
AU 1 3/4?
AV 3/4
AW 1 1/4
AX 1 1/4
AY 1/4
AZ 3/4
BA 3/4
BB 1/4
BC 3/4
BD 1/2
BE 1/4
BF 1
BG 1
Panel
6b
7t
7b
8t
8b
9b
10t
10b
Table 7. Estimated flaw sizes for honeycomb panels.
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Back side
XX% indicates depth of teflon tape
Figure 69. Monolithic panel from JSC.
Front side
Calibration panel (back)
A = Adhesive removed and separator film inserted
B = Adhesive removed
C = Release agent applied between adhesive and core
Figure 70. Honeycomb panel from JSC.
Calibration panel (front)
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9.0 18 INCH DIAMETER GRAPHITE/EPOXY PRESSURE VESSEL
An eighteen inch diameter graphite/epoxy vessel was inspected utilizing the Bales
Thermographic camera and flash hood. The top polar boss of the vessel was marked at
45 degree intervals for reference (Figure 71). Zero degree was established at the visible
wrinkle in the hoop fibers and the vessel was rotated counterclockwise for each of the
subsequent measurements.
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Figure 71. Vessel orientation.
Three image sequences were taken to complete the thermal map of the vessel. First the
hoop region was scanned in eight segments by positioning the vessel horizontally on a
table and pulse heating with the Bales Spectral Hood (Figure 72). The dome regions of
the vessel were also scanned in eight segments. Here, the vessel was oriented 45 degree
to the front face of the hood so that the dome was facing the camera.
Bales _-.
Thermographic
Camera
Flash Lamp Hood
I I
Table
Figure 72. Physical arrangement.
The spectral hood utilizes two high intensity quartz flash lamps to provide a controlled
heat pulse to a structure. The inside of the hood is mirrored to help generate a uniform
heat wave. The amplitude of the heat pulse was established by way of a 1400 volt pulse
from the powered unit. Images were acquired at 20 msec per frame as the vessel cooled
down after the flash.
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The twenty four thermographic images shown in Appendix 12.9 were all taken 60 msec
after the flash lamps were pulsed. Due to the "repeat" feature used for the false color
map of these images it is not possible to directly tell directly if one region is hotter than
another. Temperature relationships were determined by viewing each image in a
"normal" mode. The "normal" mode images were not printed since they contain a great
deal of over and under range temperature vales which do not plot well.
Many small features were found during the thermographic testing. Most of these features
were found to be "surface" marks attributed to the vessel was "bagged" during
manufacture and as such not a serious structural problem. For example, the 0 ° hoop
image had a strong indication in the center of the hoop region which turned out to be a
"rough" tape mark. The mark changed the local emissivity of the vessel and showed up
as a slightly higher temperature. Many of the small wrinkles, overlapping and tape marks
in the dome regions also showed up in the thermographic images. Four indications stood
out from the rest though, two on the hoop and two on the dome region. A summary of
these finding follows.
Indication 1. 0 ° hoop
Visible as a large and deep surface wrinkle.
Persisted for over 400 msec after pulse heating as a hot region.
May be due to low consolidation or a void below the surface.
Indication 2. 270 ° hoop.
Visible as the edge of a tape seam.
Persisted for 200 msec as a hot region.
Possibly due to edge effect of tape seam.
Indication 3. 180 ° Top
Visible as large surface wrinkle.
Persisted for 300 msec as a hot region.
May be a small linear void or resin pocket under wrinkle.
Indication 4. 225 ° bottom
Visible as a small surface crater.
Persisted for 200 msec as a hot region surrounding a cold region.
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10.0 DESIGN OFA 2000W INFRAREDHEAT LAMP
Oneof theproblemsencounteredwhentestingtheinter tankpanelswasthatthetwo 500
W shoplampsdid notcovera largeenoughareato allow for uniformheatingoverthe
regionof interest. Startingwith the lampdesignusedby Lockheed-Martin(Carl
Bouvier)a20 inch longheatlampwasdesignedandbuilt to helpeliminatethisproblem
in thefuture. Two 1000W infraredquartzheatlampsweremountedin analuminum
frame,housedin a fiberglassbox. Theunit ispoweredby3 phase,220V.
Theunit wasnotoperationalatthetime of thewriting of this reportdueto thelamp
holdersstill beingonbackorder.
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Figure 73. Heat lamp.
11.0 BINARY IMAGE CONVERSION (BIC) SOFTWARE
Software has been developed to convert the UNIX (Bales thermographic system)
formatted images to DOS-ASCII formatted matrices for use in post image analysis. This
will allow statistical and neural network analysis of the thermograms to be conducted.
The software and results from preliminary statiatical and/or neural network analysis will
be included in the final report.
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12.1
12.0APPENDIX
SILICON CARBIDE/SILICON CARBIDE BLISKS
12.1.1 Silicon CarbideBlisks
II
Diskl (Front) Diskl (Back)
Disk2 (Front) Disk2 (Back)
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12.1.2 Blisks 958, 959,974
Disk 958 Disk 958
Disk 958 Disk 958
Disk 974 (front) Disk 974 (back)
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12.1.3 Blisks 1017, 1032
CVI 1017bottom(260 msec) CVI 1017top (260msec)
CVI 1032bottom(260msec) CVI 1032top (260msec)
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CVI 1017bottom(60msec) CVI 1017top (60msec)
CVI 1032bottom(60msec) CVI 1032top (60msec)
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12.2 GRAPHITE/EPOXY PLATESAND HONEYCOMB PANELS (JSC)
Panel 1 Panel 2
fold line
64
Panel3 Panel 4
fold line
65
Panel 5 Panel 6
fold line
66
Panel 7 Panel 8
fold line
67
Panel 9 Panel 10
fold line
6g
12.3 GRAPI--I/TE/POLYIMIDEHOT GAS PANELS
REFRENCECONDITIONTt-IERMOGRAMS
HGA1 HGA2
HGA3 HGA4
69
HGB1 HGB2
HGB3 HGB4
HGB2flawed hole
7O
POSTHOT GASTREATMENT
HG1A POST
D
HG2A POST
HG3A POST HG4A POST
71
HG1B POST HG2B POST
HG3B POST HG4B POST
HG1B POST 51 HG1B POST 104
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12.4 GRAPHITE/POLYIMIDE HOT GAS PANELS (FF1-HG1THROUGH FF1-HG3)
Tool side ;ide
(1c) Tool side ( Ib) Bagside
73
(2a)Tool side side
(2c)Tool side (2d) Bagside
74
Tool side side
(3a) Tool side (3b) Bag side
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